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Abstract
Recently, full duplex (FD) has been attracting great attention, due to its capability to double the spectral efficiency. In
this paper, we focus on a FD wireless communication network, in which a FD base station (BS) and a half duplex (HD)
mobile station (MS) exchange their information via a HD relay station (RS) within two phases. An amplify-and-forward
(AF) relaying scheme and a decode-and-forward (DF) relaying scheme are proposed for the two-way relay network. In
the proposed DF relaying scheme, the RS chooses the best DF relaying mode according to channel state information
(CSI) to achieve the maximum capacity. Specifically, the RS can decode and forward data streams from both the BS
and MS, or only one of them, or none of them, and thus obtaining a selection diversity gain. In order to analyze the
performance of the proposed schemes, achievable rate regions and sum-capacities of the proposed schemes are
derived in closed form. Numerical and simulation results show that the proposed relaying schemes provide significant
capacity gain.
Keywords: Achievable rate regions, Full duplex radios, Scheme design, Relaying mode selection, Capacity
maximization
1 Introduction
Traditionally, wireless communication nodes operate in
half duplex (HD) mode, i.e., in either time division
duplex (TDD) mode or frequency division duplex (FDD)
mode. Recently, a new duplex technique, which called co-
frequency co-time full duplex (FD), has been attracting
great attention, due to its potential capability to double
the spectral efficiency [1–4]. In FDmode, the interference
from transmitter to its own receiver should be canceled
effectively. In the past few years, a great progress has
been made on the self-interference (SI) cancelation issue
[3, 5, 6]. By jointly employing antenna isolation, radio fre-
quency cancelation, and digital cancelation, the interfer-
ence cancelation ability can achieve more than 110 dB [2].
The SI can be reduced to much lower than the desired sig-
nal by using the methods proposed in [5–7], thus making
the FD technique possible in some application scenarios.
Many studies investigating the performance of FD com-
munication either assume perfect self-interference cance-
lation [8] or treat the residual interference as a Gaussian
noise [9].
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One of the important application scenarios of FD is
relay networks [10, 11]. As relays can enhance cover-
age, throughput, and reliability of wireless communication
systems, it has attracted intense research interest in the
past decades [12–19]. Performance analyses show that
the FD relay system outperforms the traditional HD relay
systems [20–24].
In relay networks, there are two basic relaying schemes,
i.e., amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying scheme and
decode-and-forward (DF) relaying scheme [25]. In the
former scheme, the relay amplifies the received sig-
nal from the source and forwards it to the destination
[17]. In the latter scheme, the relay first decodes the
received signal and then re-encodes and forwards it to the
destination [26, 27].
In designing the relaying schemes for FD relay networks,
one should consider not only the forward scheme, but also
the duplex mode of each node. In fact, the FD technique
enables the relay network operates in a hybrid duplex
mode, i.e., some nodes work in FD mode and the other
nodes work in HD mode. In a two-way relay network,
which consists of two source nodes exchanging informa-
tion with the assistance of relay stations (RSs), according
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to the duplex mode of resource nodes and RSs, the FD
relaying network can be divided into four kinds. The first
one is a relay system consisting of one FD RS and two
HD source nodes. This kind of system has been exten-
sively studied in the last decade [28–31]. For example,
two hybrid relaying schemes opportunistically switching
between FD and HD relaying modes are proposed in [29]
to maximize the instantaneous spectral efficiency, and in
[31] to minimize the outage probability, respectively. The
second kind is a relay system consisting of a FD RS and
two FD source nodes. This kind of system is first stud-
ied in [32], where achievable rate regions are derived for
different relaying schemes, including DF, compress-and-
forward (CF), and AF relaying schemes. In [33], a relaying
system with two FD source nodes and multiple FD RSs
is studied, and a relay selection method is proposed for
AF relaying scheme to achieve the maximum signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). The third kind is the
relay network consisting of one FD RS, HD source nodes,
and FD source nodes, which has been insufficiently stud-
ied so far. In [23], a system consisting of a FD RS and two
HD source nodes is studied, and the advantages and dis-
advantages are analyzed in terms of sum-rate and resource
wastage. In [34], a hybrid-scheduling algorithm is pro-
posed for the third kind of system based on a three-step
relaying scheme. The fourth kind of FD relay network is
a relay system consisting of one HD RS and two source
nodes, in which at least one source node works in FD
mode. This kind of system can be widely used in cooper-
ative communication scenarios. For example, in Internet
of things (IoT) networks and vehicular communication
networks [35], the devices or terminals can establish an
ad hoc network, and each of them can play a role as a
RS to assist another devices or terminals to communicate
with a base station (BS) or an access point. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, this kind of system has not been
studied yet.
The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, an AF
relaying scheme is proposed, and sum-capacity is derived
in closed form. Second, a hybrid DF relaying scheme is
proposed , in which the RS chooses the best DF relay-
ing mode according to channel state information (CSI) to
achieve the maximum capacity. Specifically, the RS can
decode and forward data streams from both the BS and
mobile station (MS), or only one of them, or none of
them, and thus obtaining a selection diversity gain. More-
over, the achievable rate regions and sum-capacities of
each relaying mode are derived in closed form. Third, the
proposed DF relaying scheme are analyzed for different
channel conditions. Theoretical analysis and simulation
results not only substantiate the significant capacity gains
obtained by the proposed DF relaying scheme but also
provide useful tools for best relaying mode selection in
cellular systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, a system model and assumptions are described.
An AF relaying scheme is proposed and analyzed in
Section 3. In Section 4, DF relaying scheme based on four
kinds of relaying modes is proposed, and the achievable
rate region and sum-capacity of the proposed DF relaying
scheme is also presented. In Section 5, performances of
the proposed AF and DF relaying schemes are evaluated
by simulations. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2 Systemmodel
Let us consider a bidirectional relay system, which con-
sists of one BS working in FD mode, and one MS and
one RS working in HD-TDD mode. A bidirectional link
between BS andMS is established with cooperation of RS.
As both the RS and MS operate in HD mode, it requires,
at least, two phases for information exchange between the
BS and MS, as shown in Fig. 1. At the first phase, the BS
and MS transmit their signals to RS, and meanwhile, the
BS also receives the uplink signal from MS, since it works
in FD mode. Thus, the RS receives a mixed signal. At the
second phase, in the AF relaying scheme, the RS amplifies
and forwards the received signal to the BS and MS, while
in the FD scheme, the RS can decode and forward the data
streams from both the BS and MS, or only one of them, or
none of them, according to the channel state information
(CSI). Meanwhile, the BS also transmits the downlink sig-
nal to the MS. As a result, the MS receives a combination
of the two signals, one from the RS and the other from the
BS simultaneously.
In this paper, the proposed AF and DF relaying schemes
are all based on the above-mentioned two-phase man-
ner. The transmission and reception strategies at the first
phase are all the same for the proposed schemes. Themain
problem we are addressing here is to design the trans-
mission strategy at the second phase, especially the for-
warding mode at the RS. Before presenting the proposed
Fig. 1 The three-node relay network with a FD-BS, TDD-MS, and
TDD-RS
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relaying schemes, we first model the signals at the first
phase as follows.
It is assumed that the BS receiver cancels the interfer-
ence from its own transmitter by jointly using three-step
interference cancelation, i.e., antenna, analog, and digi-
tal interference cancelation. Recent experimental results
show that the non-linear effect of the transmitter’s ampli-
fier is the bottleneck in interference cancelation, and thus
the residual interference is mainly composed of non-linear
component [2, 13], which can be modeled as a Gaussian




PMhBMxM[ 1]+nB[ 1] , (1)





PBhBRxB[ 1]+nR[ 1] , (2)
where xM[ k] and xB[ k] denote the transmitted signals at
the MS and BS, respectively, and yB[ k] and yR[ k] denote
the received signals at the BS and RS at the kth (k =
1, 2) phase, respectively. hBM denotes the channel coeffi-
cient of direct link between the BS and MS, hMR denotes
the channel coefficient between the MS and RS, and hBR
denotes the channel coefficient between the BS and RS.
nB[ k] denotes the residual SI plus thermal noise and
nR[ k] denotes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)





CN (0, σ 2R
)
. PM and PB denote the average transmission
power of the MS and BS, respectively.
In this paper, sum-capacity is used as the objective func-
tion, which is defined as the maximum summation of
the achievable data rates of the uplink and downlink, and
denoted by
C = max {RUL + RDL} , (3)
where C denotes the sum-capacity of the system. RUL
and RDL denote the rate of uplink and downlink in the
achievable rate region, respectively.
3 The proposed AF relaying scheme
In this section, we propose an AF relaying scheme with
two phases for information exchange between the FD-BS
and TDD-MS. The scheme is presented as follows.
At the first phase, the BS and MS transmit their sig-
nals to the RS. As the BS operates in FD mode, it can also
receive the uplink signal from MS simultaneously. At the
second phase, the RS amplifies and forwards the received
signals to the BS and MS, and meanwhile, the BS trans-
mits another downlink data stream to the MS. Thus, the
MS receives two data streams, one from the RS and the
other from the BS.
The proposed AF relaying scheme is similar to the tra-
ditional HD two-way relaying scheme [36], but with a
few differences. For uplink, in the traditional AF relaying
scheme, the BS only receive signals at the second phase.
Whereas in the proposed scheme, as the BS works in
FD mode, it can receive signals at both the first and the
second phases, thus obtaining a receiver diversity gain.
For downlink, in the traditional AF relaying scheme, the
BS only transmit its signal at the first phase. However,
in the proposed AF relaying scheme, the BS transmits
downlink signal at two phases, thus obtaining a multiple
transmission gain.
The received signals at the first phase can be expressed
as (1) and (2) for BS and RS, respectively. At the second
phase, the RS amplifies and forwards the received signal
with transmission power PR. With the assumption that
the channel coefficients are perfectly estimated, both the
BS and MS can subtract their own transmission signals
prior to decoding [37]. Therefore, at the second phase, the
received signal at BS is
yB[ 2]=
√
PMhBRhRMρxM[ 1]+hBRρnR[ 1]+nB[ 2] , (4)




PM|hRM|2 + PB|hBR|2 + σ 2R
. (5)
For uplink, as BS receives two copies of the signal trans-
mitted fromMS at two phases, the BS’s receiver combines
the received signals by using the criterion of maximum
ratio combination (MRC) [38]. Thus, the uplink rate upper







σ 2B + σ 2R |hBRρ|2
]
, (6)
where γ [x] = 12 log2(1 + x).
For downlink, the MS receives signals from both the BS
and RS at the second phase, which is equivalent to a 2 ×
1 multiple-input single-output (MISO) system. Therefore,




σ 2M + σ 2R |hRMρ|2
]
, (7)
where σ 2M denotes the noise power at the MSs receiver.
To achieve the maximum sum-rate, the BS and RS
should jointly perform a beamforming to maximize the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the MS’s receiver [39], i.e.,
the downlink signal is transmitted from the BS and RS
simultaneously, but with different phase rotations. With
the assumption that the BS and RS perfectly know the CSI,
they can adjust the phase rotations, so that the received
signals from the BS and RS are in phase at the MSs receive
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antenna. Finally, according to (6) and (7), the sum-capacity












σ 2M + σ 2R |hRMρ|2
]
. (8)
4 The proposed DF relaying scheme
4.1 Multiple DF relaying modes selection criterion for
sum-capacity maximization
In designing the DF relaying scheme, a key issue is to
design the decode-and-forward mode at the second phase
for the RS. During the second phase, the RS can decode
and forward the data streams from both the BS and MS,
only from BS, only from MS, or none of them, which are
referred to as bidirectional DF (BDF) mode, downlink DF
(DDF) mode, uplink DF (UDF) mode, and no DF (NF)
mode, respectively.
Let us denote the SNRs of the channels from the BS to
RS, from the BS to MS, and from the MR to RS by














For the case that SNRBM is much smaller than SNRMR
and SNRBR, the RS can dramatically improve the perfor-
mances of both the uplink and downlink; therefore, the
BDF is the best among the four modes. Contrarily, for
the case that SNRMR and SNRBR are much smaller than
SNRBM, the RS is unnecessary, thus direct transmission
between the BS andMS, i.e., the NFmode, is the best. The
DDF mode has its advantage if SNRMR is much smaller
than SNRBM and SNRBR. In this case, the uplink data is
only transmitted directly fromMS to BS at the first phase,
without the assistance of RS. Consequently, the uplink
data rate is not limited by the channel fading from MS to
RS, which would be a limiting factor to the capacity when
SNRMR is very small. Similarly, the UDF mode offers the
maximum capacity if SNRBR is much smaller than SNRBM
and SNRMR. In this case, as SNRBR is very small, to decode
the downlink data at RS requires a very low coding rate,
thus limiting the uplink capacity. Therefore, the best strat-
egy is to decode and forward only the uplink data at RS,
i.e., the UDF mode.
Selecting the best relaying mode from the above four
modes, the system can obtain a selection diversity gain. In
this paper, we propose a multiple relaying modes selection
criterion to maximize the sum-capacity. The proposed




where  = {BDF,DDF,UDF,NF} denotes the relaying
mode set and C denotes the sum-capacity of mode . In
the following subsections, we will present the achievable
rate region, the sum-capacity, and the transmission and
reception modes to achieve the sum-capacity for the four
relaying modes.
4.2 Bidirectional DF mode
In the BDF mode, the RS decodes both the uplink and
downlink data from the received signal by using a succes-
sive decoding method, in which the RS first decodes one
data stream while treating the other one as a noise, and
then subtracts the decoded signal from the received sig-
nal, thus then decodes the rest data stream without any
interference. After that, the RS encodes the data stream
using network coding, i.e., performs an XOR operation on
the decoded information bits from BS and MS. Finally,
the RS broadcasts them to BS and MS. Meanwhile, the BS
transmits another independent downlink signal, which is
shown in Fig. 2.
At the first phase, the relay channel can be modeled
as a multiple access channel (MAC) [40], therefore, the























The above upper bound can be achieved by using super-
position coding with time sharing or rate splitting at
transmitter and the successive decoding at receiver [41].
For uplink, the BS decodes the uplink data by jointly using
the received signals at the first and second phases (Fig. 3).
Therefore, the achievable uplink rate is upper bounded
by [42]











For downlink, as MS receives two signals from the BS
and the RS, respectively. At the second phase, the capacity
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Fig. 2 Bidirectional DF relaying scheme. a the first phase, b the second phase
where RBDFRS−MS[ 2] denotes the rate from the RS to MS
and RBDFBS−MS[ 2] denotes the rate from the BS to MS at
the second phase. Due to that, the forward information
bits from the RS to MS at the second phase should be
less than or equal to the transmitted bits from the BS at
the first phase, and RBDFBS−MS[ 2]+RBDFRS−MS[ 2]= RBDFDL [ 2],
























Taking consideration of all the upper bounds in (11),
(12), and (14), rate regions in terms of RDL, RUL, and
RUL + RDL can be obtained by using the Fourier-Motzkin
elimination (FME) method (see Appendix D of [43]). The















































It is observed from (15) that the discussion of the achiev-




















According to different channel conditions, the rate
region is bounded in four cases as shown in Fig. 4, and
the sum-capacity can be achieved at the boundary points,
Ci (i= 1, 2, 3, 4). Finally, the sum-capacity of the BDF
















































Fig. 3 The system model of a two-hop transmission link: a the first phase, and b the second phase
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Fig. 4 The achievable rate regions and sum-capacities of the BDF relaying mode for four conditions. a β1 < γ
[
PB|hBR|2/(σ 2R + PM|hMR|2)
]
,
β2 > γ (PM|hMR|2/σ 2R ). b β1 > γ (PB|hBR|2/σ 2R ), β2 < γ
[
PM|hMR|2/(σ 2R + PB|hBR|2)
]
. c β1 < γ
[





PM|hMR|2/(σ 2R + PB|hBR|2)
]
. d β1 + β2 > γ
[
(PM|hMR|2 + PB|hBR|2)/σ 2R
]
For cases a, b, and c in Fig. 4, the sum-capacity is
achieved only at one point, i.e., there is only one opti-
mal uplink and downlink rate pair; however, for case d,
the sum-capacity is achieved for any rate pair on the
segment of







In the DDF Mode, the RS decodes and forwards only the
downlink signal. At the first phase, as shown in Fig. 3,
the link from MS to RS is an interference link. This can
be modeled as the so-called Z-channel [44], in which
the BS received signal is interference-free, whereas the
RS receives a combination of the desired downlink signal
and the interfering signal. The received signals at the first
phase in (1) and (2) can be rewritten in a standard form of















where n∗B and n∗R are additive Gaussian noises with zero
mean and unit variance and ηinf denotes the interference
coefficient defined as ηinf = hMR·σBhBM·σR .
The rate region of the Gaussian Z-channel is upper




























At the second phase, the SNR of the received signal at
theMS ismaximized by applying beamforming technique,
thus the downlink rate is upper bounded by
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Fig. 5 The achievable rate regions and sum-capacities of DDF relaying mode for different interferences cases. aWeak or moderate interference
(0 ≤ ηinf ≤ 1). b Strong interference (1 ≤ ηinf ≤
√
1 + PB|hBR|2/σ 2R ). c Very strong interference (ηinf ≥
√
1 + PB|hBR|2/σ 2R )

























RDDFUL + RDDFDL = RDDFUL [ 1]+RDDFDL [ 1] .
(24)
The sum-capacity of the first phase can be expressed in
three cases according to the value of ηinf. Figure 5 shows
the relationship between the upper bound of Z-channel
in (22) and the upper bound of (23) for the three cases of
Z-channel. By taking the minimum upper bound for each
case, the sum-capacity CDDF can be expressed as
where RDDFDL [ 2] is given by (23).
4.4 Uplink DFmode
In the UDF relaying mode, at the second phase, the RS
only decodes the uplink signal, and then re-encodes and
forwards it. Meanwhile, the BS transmits another down-
link signal.
At the first phase, the RS detects the uplink signal
by treating the downlink signal as an additive Gaussian
noise; therefore, the uplink data rate should be upper
bounded by
RUDFUL [ 1]< γ
[
PM|hMR|2
σ 2B + PB|hBR|2
]
. (26)
Note that the assumption of Gaussian distribution used
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requirement for practical application of the proposed
scheme. At the second phase, the RS forwards the decoded
uplink signal, and the MS receives the downlink signal
from the BS. As the MS knows the forwarded uplink sig-
nal from RS, the MS subtracts it from the received signal,
thus the MS’s received signal is interference-free. There-
fore, the channel in Fig. 3b can be transformed to a parallel
fading channel.
The BS recovers the uplink message by using the sig-
nals received at the first and second phases. The downlink
signal is only transmitted and received at the second
phase without the assistance of RS. Thus, the uplink and



















The achievable rate region of UDF mode is
{
RUDFDL = RUDFDL [ 2]
RUDFUL = min
{
RUDFUL [ 1] ,RUDFUL [ 2]
} . (28)
The sum-capacity is achieved when both the uplink



























The rate region for UDF mode is shown in Fig. 6, in
which point A or D denotes the achievable point with the
maximum sum-capacity.
4.5 No DFmode
In the NF mode, the BS and MS exchange their infor-
mation directly without the assistance of RS. The uplink
Fig. 6 The achievable rate regions and sum-capacities of UDF
relaying mode
signal is transmitted at the first phase, and the down-














In this section, simulations are carried out to evaluate the
performance of the proposed relaying schemes. To mea-
sure the performance advantages, we define capacity gain
as
G = (C − CNF)/CNF, (31)
where C is the capacity of the proposed AF or DF relaying
schemes. We use the parameter G, whose unit is times, to
evaluate the capacity improvement offered by RS. Accord-
ingly, the capacity gains of AF and DF are denoted by GAF
and GDF, respectively.
Considering the reciprocal property of the channels and
assuming equal signal power for all transmitters and equal
noise power for all receivers, i.e., PM = PB = PR = P
and σ 2B = σ 2M = σ 2R = σ 2. So we have SNRBR = SNRRB,
SNRBM = SNRMB, and SNRMR = SNRRM. Thus, the
channel conditions can be represented by these three fac-
tors, i.e., SNRBR, SNRBM, and SNRMR. With (8), (17), (25),
(26), (30), and (31), the sum-capacities of the AF relaying
scheme and the four DF relaying modes can be seen as
functions of SNRBR, SNRBM, and SNRMR.
The capacity gain of the proposed AF relaying scheme
is shown in Fig. 7. From Fig. 7, one can find that for lower
SNR region, e.g., the lower left corner in Fig. 7a, the capac-
ity gain is less than or equal to zero, which means that
the AF relaying scheme is worse than the scheme without
using RS when the SNRs of all the channels are very low.
This is because in the AF relaying scheme, the RS ampli-
fies the noise, thus leading to performance degradation.
However, if one of the SNRs is larger enough, the capacity
gain is positive, which means that the proposed AF relay-
ing scheme has benefit compared with the NF mode. In
addition, one can also find that the capacity gain obtained
by using the proposed AF relaying scheme is more sig-
nificant for a small value of SNRBM as shown in Fig. 7a,
compared with that of a large value of SNRBM, as shown
in Fig. 7b. This is because that for smaller SNRBM, the
RS provides an additional transmission channel, which is
much better than the direct link between BS and MS, and
thus greatly improves the capacity.
The capacity gains of the four DF relaying modes are
plotted in Fig. 8, and the maximum value of the four
gains can be seen as the gain of the proposed DF relay-
ing scheme. It is shown that the proposed DF relaying
scheme always provides a positive capacity gain. With
SNRMR increasing in Fig. 8a, the capacity gain of BDF also
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Fig. 7 Contour plots of capacity gain in AF relaying scheme for a SNRBM = −10 dB and b SNRBM = 5 dB
increases, while the capacity gain of DDF keeps constant
value for large SNRMR. This is because for larger SNRMR,
the sum-capacity of DDF mode is limited by the upper
bound of (22) at the first phase, which is not affected by
the SNRMR for severe interference. It is also shown that
for the region around SNRMR = 5 dB, the capacities of
the BDF and DDF are the same. In this case, the relay
network with the DDF mode suffers from a very strong
interference, and the sum-capacities of BDF and DDF are
all upper bounded by the sum-rate at the first phase as
shown in Figs. 4d and 6c. In Fig. 8b, it is shown that the
capacity gain of BDF is always larger than the othermodes.
For SNRMR = 10 dB and SNRBR is lower than 15 dB, the
DDF mode suffers from a very strong interference at the
first phase. Moreover, it is also shown that with SNRBR
increasing, the capacity gain of UDF first increases and
then decreases. The maximum point is achieved when the
uplink rate at the first phase equals to that of the sec-
ond phase. For small value of SNRBR, UDF suffers a weak
downlink interference at the first phase, and the sum-
capacity is mainly limited by the rates at the second phase.
With SNRBR increasing, the sum-capacity is limited by the
strong interference at the first phase, and the capacity gain
becomes a decreasing function of SNRBR.
The best mode selected by the proposed DF relaying
scheme is shown in Fig. 9 for a fixed value of SNRBR. Sim-
ulation results verify the analysis in the above section, i.e.,
if SNRMR is much higher than others, the BDF mode is
the best, and if SNRBM is much larger than SNRMR and
SNRBR, the best mode is UDF; if SNRBM is much larger
than both the SNRMR and SNRBR, NF is the best; if SNRMR
is much smaller than SNRBM and SNRBR, and at the same
time SNRBR is smaller than SNRBM, the DDF mode is the
best. Note that the non-symmetry of the UDF and DDF
mode is caused by the fact that the BS operates in FD
mode, while the MS operates in HD mode, and in addi-
tion, the non-symmetrical of uplink and downlink channel
conditions.
The sum-capacities of the proposed AF and DF relaying
schemes are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, which are plotted
Fig. 8 The comparisons among the capacity gains of four DF modes in two typical cases. a SNRBM = −3 dB, SNRBR = 10 dB. b SNRBM = −3 dB,
SNRMR = 10 dB
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Fig. 9 The mode selection regions for a SNRBR = 0 dB and b SNRBR = 7 dB
for SNRBM = −3 dB as functions of SNRBR and SNRMR,
respectively. It is shown that when SNRBR and SNRMR are
very small, the sum-capacity of the AF relaying scheme is
larger than that of the DF relaying scheme. This is because
to guarantee error-free decoding at RS requires very low
transmission rates when the channels from the BS and
MS to RS experience deep fading. The best relaying mode
selected by the proposed DF scheme is the NF mode. In
fact, in this case, the RS cannot decode the information
bits from BS and MS correctly, due to its receive SNR
which is too small. However, in the AF relaying scheme,
the RS only amplifies and forwards the signal, and thus
increases the SNRs at the receivers of the BS and MS.
However, as SNRBR and SNRMR increase, the DF relay-
ing scheme outperforms the AF relaying scheme. This is
because in the AF relaying scheme, the received noise is
also amplified and forwarded with the signal; however,
in the DF relaying scheme, the RS can obtain a noise-
free message by decoding the received signal, and then
forwards a re-encoded signal.
Fig. 10 The sum-capacities of the proposed AF relaying scheme for
SNRBM = −3 dB
Finally, we show the performance of the proposed DF
relaying modes in a cellular system. The BS antenna is
a 120◦ sector antenna located in the center of the cell.
The geometry of the sector is presented in the rectangu-
lar coordinate system with x- and y-axes. The radius of
the cell is 876 m, and the RS is 526 m away from the BS.
The transmit power is P = 23 dBm and the receive noise
power is σ 2 = −144 dBw for all nodes. We assume that
the channel experiences a large-scale path loss, which is
proportional to dα , where d is the propagation distance
and α = 3.5 is the path loss factor.
As shown in Fig. 12, the four modes dominate others
in different regions. Due to that the positions of the BS
and RS are fixed, SNRBR is equal to about 10.3 dB. When
the MS is far away from the BS, and close to the RS, the
RS can effectively enhance the capacity for both uplink
and downlink, thus the BDF mode is the best. When the
MS is close to the BS but far away from the RS, the RS
is useless for improving the sum-capacity, the NF mode
is the best. When the MS is far away from the RS, and
Fig. 11 The sum-capacities of the proposed DF relaying scheme for
SNRBM = −3 dB
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Fig. 12 The mode selection areas in the 120◦ sector by adopting the
hybrid DF relaying scheme
the distance from the BS to RS is almost equal to the dis-
tance from the BS toMS, the optimal gain can be obtained
by employing the DDF mode. When the MS is located
between the BS and RS, the UDF mode can be applied to
achieve higher capacity. Correspondingly, Fig. 13 shows
the capacity gain in the sector tomeasure the performance
advantages of the hybrid DF relaying scheme. It is shown
that by using the proposed DF relaying scheme, the capac-
ity performance is greatly improved for the users at the
cell edge.
6 Conclusions
We have studied a three-node relay network, where a
half duplex RS assists a full duplex BS to communicate
with a half duplex MS. To fully exploit the advantages
of FD and relay techniques, two novel relaying schemes
are proposed, one for AF relaying and another for DF
relaying. The former one is derived from the traditional
two-way relay AF relaying scheme by just enabling the
BS to transmit and receive at the two phases. The later
one is designed to achieve the maximum sum-capacity by
choosing the best relaying mode from four modes. The
achievable rate region and sum-capacity of each mode are
also derived in closed form. Simulation results show that
the proposed schemes provide dramatic capacity gain. In
addition, for the proposed DF relaying scheme, the best
Fig. 13 Contour plots for the overall sum-capacity gains offered by
the hybrid DF relaying scheme in the 120◦ sector
mode are analyzed for different channel conditions. As it
is shown in the results, the four modes dominate others in
different regions.
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